Targeted tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is an attractive proteomic approach that allows selective identification of peptides exhibiting abundance differences, e.g., between culture conditions and/or diseased states. Herein, we report on a targeted LC-MS/MS capability realized with a hybrid quadrupole-7 tesla Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometer that provides data-dependent ion selection, accumulation, and dissociation external to the ICR trap, and a control software that directs intelligent MS/MS target selection based on LC elution time and m/z ratio. We show that the continuous on-the-fly alignment of the LC elution time during the targeted LC-MS/MS experiment, combined with the high mass resolution of FTICR MS, is crucial for accurate selection of targets, whereas high mass measurement accuracy MS/MS data facilitate unambiguous peptide identifications. . Despite these efforts, many species remain unidentified with various precursor ion selection methods, particularly when low abundance species co-elute with high abundance species and when sample amounts are limited, making it unfeasible to repeat the experiment many times. However, in many proteomics studies, such as clinical studies when one is looking for significant differences between, e.g., healthy and diseased subjects, the goal is to gain insight into the differences in protein abundances among different conditions/states rather than obtaining a global snapshot of the proteome. An LC-MS/MS method that could target "interesting" species (e.g., differentially abundant peptides) for identification, would be particularly beneficial in this context. Some commercial mass spectrometers offer a rudimentary targeted MS/MS capability, but a more advanced capability is not yet commercially available. For instance, Finnigan (San Jose, CA) linear ion trap based spectrometers (LTQ, LTQ-FT, LTQ-Orbitrap) allow targets to be selected based on the m/z value. However, the elution times cannot be precisely specified, and alignment of the LC elution times between different LC-MS analyses cannot be performed, which is an increasingly important issue as LC flow rates are decreased to improve sensitivity [5] .
L iquid chromatography combined with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) is a widely used approach for the identification of peptides in proteomics applications. However, not all species in a given LC separation are amenable to MS/MS because of time constraints (i.e., a limited elution period for a peak). To circumvent this limitation, several experimental schemes have been developed, such as peak parking [1, 2] , exclusion lists [3] , and even multiplexed MS/MS [4] . Despite these efforts, many species remain unidentified with various precursor ion selection methods, particularly when low abundance species co-elute with high abundance species and when sample amounts are limited, making it unfeasible to repeat the experiment many times. However, in many proteomics studies, such as clinical studies when one is looking for significant differences between, e.g., healthy and diseased subjects, the goal is to gain insight into the differences in protein abundances among different conditions/states rather than obtaining a global snapshot of the proteome. An LC-MS/MS method that could target "interesting" species (e.g., differentially abundant peptides) for identification, would be particularly beneficial in this context. Some commercial mass spectrometers offer a rudimentary targeted MS/MS capability, but a more advanced capability is not yet commercially available. For instance, Finnigan (San Jose, CA) linear ion trap based spectrometers (LTQ, LTQ-FT, LTQ-Orbitrap) allow targets to be selected based on the m/z value. However, the elution times cannot be precisely specified, and alignment of the LC elution times between different LC-MS analyses cannot be performed, which is an increasingly important issue as LC flow rates are decreased to improve sensitivity [5] .
We have recently demonstrated the feasibility of targeted MS/MS based on the abundance ratios (ARs) of 14 N/ 15 N-labeled peptide pairs using an LC-FTICR platform [6] . In a tryptic peptide mixture of Shewanella oneidensis proteins, we were able to specifically target and identify species that were differentially abundant in suboxic versus aerobic conditions; for several identified proteins, differential abundance was confirmed by alternative techniques [7] . To realize this targeted MS/MS experiment, the sample was first analyzed in MS-only mode using an LC-FTICR system, and the ARs of all detected peptide pairs were calculated. The m/z values and LC elution times for "interesting pairs", i.e., pairs showing differential abundance between the two isotopically labeled versions of the peptide, were consolidated into an "attention list." Next, an LC-MS/MS experiment was conducted in which the "attention list" directed the MS/MS acquisition to specific targets. In this initial demonstration, ion selection and dissociation were performed within the ICR trap, employing stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT) [8] fol-lowed by sustained off-resonance irradiation collisioninduced dissociation (SORI CID) [9] , and variations in peptide LC elution times were corrected using linear alignment based on two early-eluting species. Note that dissociation in the ICR trap requires a pulse of a neutral gas, which has to be pumped out before ion excitation/ detection, and is therefore incompatible with fast online LC-MS applications.
Herein, we report a targeted LC-MS/MS platform designed to improve efficiency and throughput for comparative proteomics by performing precursor ion selection (via RF/DC quadrupole) and dissociation (via tailored noise waveform, TNW-CID) [10] external to the ICR trap. In addition, we show that the continuous alignment of the targeted LC-MS/MS experiment with the reference LC-MS experiment, using multiple elution markers, is crucial for pin-pointing the targets in twodimensional (2D) m/z versus LC elution time space.
Experimental

Sample Preparation
S. oneidensis MR-1 cells were cultured either aerobically on normal media ( 14 N) or under suboxic conditions on isotopically-labeled media ( 15 N) as described previously [6] . Cell lysis and tryptic digestion procedures are also described in the preceding publication [6] .°Equal amounts of tryptic digests from suboxic and aerobic samples were combined and stored at Ϫ80°C until analyzed.
NanoLC
Peptide reversed phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) separations were performed using a system similar to that°described°by°Shen°et°al.° [11] .°The°separation°was performed under constant pressure conditions at 10,000 psi, using two ISCO (Lincoln, NE) model 100 DM high-pressure syringe pumps. The column (80 cm ϫ 50 m) was packed in-house with Phenomenex (Torrance, CA) Jupiter particles (C18 stationary phase; 3-m particles; 300 Å pore size). Mobile phase A consisted of 0.2% acetic acid, 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), 99.75% water, and mobile phase B consisted of 0.1% TFA, 9.9% water, and 90% acetonitrile. Approximately 2 g of peptides were loaded onto the column, and the gradient was started and ran from 100% A to ϳ60% B in 180 min; the initial flow rate through the column was ϳ0.2 L/min. Electrospray ionization (ESI), using a chemically etched tip for stable and reproducible operation° [12] ,°was°used°to°interface°the°RPLC°separation°to the mass spectrometer.
FTICR MS
The FTICR mass spectrometer used a 7 tesla superconducting magnet (Oxford, UK) and an in-house built ion beam°instrument°described°previously° [10] ,°with°a°few recent modifications. Briefly, the mass spectrometer incorporates an ESI source (with the chemically etched tip° [12] ),°a°heated°capillary°(160°°C),°an°electrodynamic ion°funnel° [13] ,°a°collisional°quadrupole°for°ion°focusing (Q 0 ), two selection quadrupoles (Q 1 and Q 2 ), an accumulation quadrupole (Q 3 ), and a transfer quadrupole (Q 4 )°that°leads°to°an°open°cylindrical°ICR°trap° [14] .°Q 1 is an RF-only quadrupole with notch ejection capability, which offers "dynamic range expansion applied to mass°spectrometry"°(DREAMS)°capability° [15,°16] ,°but was used only as an ion guide in this study. Q 2 is a commercial quadrupole mass filter (6 mm rod diameter, Extrel) powered by a commercial RF power supply (150-QC, Extrel, Pittsburgh, PA) working at 880 kHz. Q 2 has RF-only end sections (prefilter and postfilter) to reduce fringe field effect, thus increasing ion transmission at the entrance and the exit of the quadrupole. The Q 2 power supply is controlled by two analog voltages and a trigger; "Mass Command" voltage controls the RF amplitude (i.e., the center of mass selection window); "⌬M" voltage sets the resolution (i.e., the width of transmission window), and the trigger (TTL) turns on the quadrupolar DC (i.e., the mass resolving mode). Q 3 operates at 1.05 MHz, 370 V p-p and is enclosed within a collision cell to enable operation under elevated pressure during accumulation or CID. During ion accumulation (typically 150 ms), the pressure in the Q 3 region rises to ϳ10 Ϫ3 torr by N 2 gas pulsed through a piezoelectric valve. We have confirmed that the gas pulse does not induce dissociation of peptides (e.g., phosphorylated angiotensin II) during accumulation when Q 0 is biased at 8 V and Q 3 is grounded; however, dissociation can be induced by biasing Q 3 to below Ϫ10 V, and becomes prominent at Ϫ17 V. After being accumulated in Q 3 for a specified period of time (e.g., 0.1 s for MS acquisition), the ions are transferred through Q 4 (1.1 MHz, 280 V p-p ) to a three-segment (each segment has a length-to-diameter ratio of 1), open cylindrical ICR trap for m/z analysis.
In the MS/MS mode of operation, the precursor ion is selectively transmitted through Q 2 and accumulated in Q 3 . Another gas pulse is injected and auxiliary broadband dipolar RF (TNW) is applied to Q 3 to dissociate°the°accumulated°ions° [10] .°Alternatively,°pre-cursor ion could be dissociated employing resonant dipolar°RF° [17] ,°or°lowering°bias°of°the°accumulation quadrupole° [18,°19] ,°or°even°by°applying°dipolar°DC [20] .°The°fragment°ions°are°subsequently°transferred°to the ICR trap for m/z analysis.
Figure°1°shows°the°flow°chart°of°the°targeted°MS/MS experiment.°As°in°our°previous°study° [6] ,°the°targeted MS/MS experiment was controlled by two computers. Trapping voltages (Q 3 and the ICR trap), triggers, and chirp excitation pulse were provided by a commercial data station (Odyssey; Finnigan FTMS). The transient signal was detected by a DAQ board (PCI-MIO-16E-1; National Instruments, Austin, TX) of an ancillary PC, and processed on-the-fly by in-house developed software°ICR-2LS°(http://ncrr.pnl.gov/software/);°128°k points time domain signals were collected at 556 kHz to reduce data-processing time.
To switch between MS and MS/MS modes, we used a Tcl/Tk script that runs the Odyssey controller program. The sequence (MS versus MS/MS) was specified in a text file, which was generated by ICR-2LS and located in a shared directory of the Odyssey controller computer. When a target is located in the MS acquisition, ICR-2LS calculates appropriate control voltages for Q 2 to transmit the target ion, applies the voltage to the Q 2 power supply through analog outputs of the DAQ board, and instructs the Odyssey controller to run an MS/MS sequence, which activates the RF/DC mass selection mode of Q 2 operation during ion accumulation. After accumulation is complete, the Odyssey controller sends a trigger to apply TNW to Q 3 . TNW is generated by ICR-2LS before the experiment, stored in the°memory°of°an°arbitrary°waveform°generator°board (PCI-5411, National Instruments) installed on the PC, and applied to Q 3 when triggered by the controller. After MS/MS, ICR-2LS returns the mass spectrometer to MS mode of operation until the next target is found. Raw time-domain data are saved on the PC, and transferred to proteomics research information and storage°management°(PRISM)°system° [21] °at°the°end°of the experiment for analysis and long-term storage.
Attention List Generation
We used 14 Raw data files were processed by ICR-2LS (running on a computer in the PRISM system) to generate m/z values,°abundances,°and°neutral°masses° [22] .
To determine 14 N/ 15 N peptide pairs we first assembled all measured neutral masses into "unique mass classes"°(UMCs)° [22] ;°a°UMC°is°a°set°of°points°in°the mass°versus°time°display°(Figure°2a)°that°corresponds to the same chemical entity (i.e., the same peptide detected repeatedly as it elutes from the LC column). A UMC is defined by the median mass of its members, the sum of their abundances, and their spectrum range (equivalent to elution time window). This set of UMCs was then searched for pairs of peptides. To be identified as a pair, the mass difference between two UMCs had to be a unit mass multiple of the 14 N-15 N mass difference within a mass error tolerance of 0.02 Da, and their elution profile had to substantially overlap (i.e., the 14 Nand 15 N-labeled peptides largely co-elute). The ARs were then calculated for all 14 Figure°3°shows°the°distribution°of°log 2 (AR) for the representative LC-MS dataset. Median (M) of the distribution is located at log 2 (AR) ϭ 0.40, with a standard deviation () of 1.08. The median value corresponds to AR ϭ 1.3 (ϭ 2 0.40 ), which is the actual mixing ratio of the two samples. Peptides with differential abundances between two growth conditions were then defined as UMC pairs with log 2 (AR) outside M Ϯ range and used to generate a list of MS/MS targets. This procedure was repeated for each LC-MS dataset.
Replicate LC-MS datasets were aligned using the MSWARP°algorithm° [23] ,°yielding°6718°UMCs°(i.e., peptides) and 115 targets (i.e., peptide pairs with log 2 (AR) outside the M Ϯ range) common among the 14 N) and under suboxic conditions ( 15 N); 5000 mass spectra were acquired in the course of ϳ209 min; each point corresponds to an isotopic distribution with coordinates specifying its LC°elution°time°with°molecular°mass;°(b)°a°zoomed°view°of°Figure°2a,°showing°two°UMCs°with°mass difference corresponding to 15 nitrogen atom substitution; (c) selected ion chromatograms of the two UMCs°circled°in°Figure°2b°indicates°their°elution°time°overlap°and°abundance°difference.
three LC-MS datasets. These common targets were then used to create an attention list using the m/z value and LC elution time associated with the more abundant member of the 14 N/ 15 N pair. The tolerance for m/z was set at 25 ppm to account for uncorrected space charge induced errors during LC-MS operation without automatic gain control and relatively short time-domains (128 k points). The drift of the measured mass due to the varying ion population during elution of a peptide is well°exemplified°in°a°recent°publication° [24] .°Elution time tolerance was set at 3% to account for residual variation of the elution time.
Results and Discussion
In an effort to enhance the effectiveness of our previously°reported°targeted°MS/MS°method° [6] ,°we°moved the precursor selection and the CID step external to the ICR trap to improve the duty cycle and applied an improved LC elution time correction algorithm to increase target selection specificity.
RF/DC Selection
While Q 2 was operated in RF-only mode during MS acquisition to allow broadband transmission, the RF/DC mass filtering mode was used during MS/MS acquisition to selectively transmit the precursor ion to Q 3 .°Figure°4a°shows°the°natural°isotopic°distribution°of a doubly charged rennin inhibitor. By increasing Q 2 RF/DC resolution, it was possible to isolate virtually a single°isotopic°peak°at°m/z ϭ°513.282° (Figure°4b) . However, as the transmission efficiency of a quadrupole mass filter significantly decreases at high mass resolution° [25] °(e.g.,°to°ϳ0.1%°of°broadband°transmis-sion in this case), it is unattractive for on-line LC-MS/MS applications. That is, higher precursor ion intensity is desirable for producing high quality MS/MS spectra and more confident peptide identification. Additionally, the transmission window needs to be at least a few Da wide to preserve isotopic envelope and ensure correct monoisotopic mass determination [26] .°To°achieve°high°enough°precursor°abundance°at acceptable m/z selection window, the ion accumulation time for MS/MS acquisition was increased to 1 s and RF/DC resolution was calibrated as follows. The transmission window of Q 2 was set to transmit ⌬m/z of ϳ3 at m/z ϭ 500 to ensure transmittance of the entire isotopic envelope. Since Q 2 transmission efficiency drops significantly with increased m/z, we chose to increase selection window at high m/z and maintain the overall transmission efficiency at ϳ10% of broadband transmission. At m/z ϭ 800, the ⌬m/z window was ϳ30. Thus, because of the high complexity of the peptide mixture, in many instances it will not be possible to isolate a single precursor ion before accumulation and CID; however, accurate mass measurements can facilitate such°multiplexed°MS/MS°measurements° [4] .
In the SWIFT-SORI CID approach employed in our initial°targeted°MS/MS°study° [6] ,°a°precursor°ion°was accumulated in the external quadrupole together with other co-eluting ions, then transferred to the ICR cell and isolated by ejecting all of the remaining (i.e., unwanted) ions using SWIFT. While SWIFT isolation offers much higher resolution, RF/DC selection enables the accumulation trap to be filled predominantly with the ions of interest. For the low abundance precursor ions, enrichment simply by increasing ion accumulation time is usually impractical because of ion suppression, which typically tends to decrease the intensity of the precursor ions with increased accumulation time. External selective accumulation effectively alleviates this problem by eliminating all but the ions of interest before the accumulation event and is therefore expected to improve overall MS/MS efficiency.
TNW
The precursor ion was selectively transmitted through Q 2 and accumulated in Q 3 , and a gas pulse was used to assist accumulation and enable CID as described above. The ion was excited by TNW, which contains RF frequencies that range from 20 to 200 kHz and correspond to secular frequencies of ions with 315 Յ m/z Յ 2620. Because higher m/z ions are harder to break, TNW was generated to increase amplitude linearly with increasing°m/z [27] ,°in°contrast°to°the°linear°amplitude-frequency relation used in the original TNW-CID report [10] .°In°the°present°targeted°MS/MS,°overall°TNW amplitude was adjusted to 0.7 V to provide maximum fragment signal intensity for a wide range of precursors. Although TNW is a fixed data-independent waveform, data-dependent mass selection before CID coupled with high-resolution and mass measurement accuracy (MMA) offered by FTICR provides the true MS/MS capability. In addition, TNW offers the advantage of inherent MS nՆ3 capability, since nascent fragment ions can be further dissociated. Further fragmentation could be particularly useful when the major fragmentation path is neutral loss (e.g., phosphopeptides).
On-the-Fly Alignment
The need for increased sensitivity in proteomic applications is virtually open-ended. Since ESI sensitivity increases as liquid flow rate to the ion source decreases, reducing the column i.d. is the most efficient way to improve sensitivity without sacrificing the separation quality° [11] .°However,°as°the°capillary°i.d.°gets°smaller, the LC operation becomes less robust and more vulnerable to small changes in conditions (e.g., impurities can drastically change the flow rate and inevitably affect elution°times°of°the°analytes).°Consequently,°the°LC elution time alignment becomes increasingly important in an experiment linking multiple LC separations, such as targeted MS/MS analysis described in this report. Furthermore, targeted MS/MS experiment requires onthe-fly LC elution time alignment between the current and the reference LC-MS analysis. To this end, a twopoint linear correction was used to account for LC elution time variation in the initial targeted MS/MS report° [6] .°In°the°current°study,°we°further°improved°the on-the-fly alignment employing multiple elution markers and least-square linear regression. The elution markers needed to be unique within m/z versus elution time space and intense enough to ensure repeated detection. UMCs that satisfied these criteria and were repeatedly detected in triplicate analyses were selected as candidate elution markers. Since the target is defined by its m/z value (and not by molecular mass), each candidate marker m/z value was compared with all m/z values that could be generated from all detected UMCs (including all isotopic peaks with zero to four 13 C isotopes from all observed charge states). Candidate markers that could not be uniquely defined within 25 ppm m/z and 20% LC elution time tolerances were discarded, which left only 61 confident LC elution time markers for this particular dataset. While two earlyeluting markers could be used for linear correction as introduced in the initial implementation, inclusion of these markers resulted in a large error for late-eluting species. Therefore, all unique markers were compiled into an elution marker list (which is different from the attention list) comprised of m/z, m/z tolerance (25 ppm), elution time, elution time tolerance (20%), and intensity threshold for each elution marker. Note that a significantly wider elution time tolerance was used for markers than for targets to correct for (possibly) large runto-run variations. To compensate for this increased uncertainty, we introduced intensity threshold (set at 25% intensity of the reference LC-MS dataset shown in Figure°2)°as°another°dimension.
The peak list derived on-the-fly from each acquired spectrum was first compared with the elution marker list to correct for the elution time variation, and then with the attention list to determine whether the target was eluting. A least-squares fit of the original and current LC elution time values was used to calculate the slope and the intercept. If the calculated slope was within a specified range (set between 0.9 and 1.1), then new elution times of the targets were calculated and applied°to°the°attention°list.°Figure°5°shows°the°plot°of observed elution time versus expected elution time for 17 markers that were found during a particular targeted MS/MS analysis. Note that even though unique markers (within 25 ppm m/z and 20% elution time) were used, two points clearly deviated from the linear behavior (i.e., markers were misidentified). However, overall correction was still successful because these outliers were discarded since their produced slopes fell out of the specified range.
Figure°6a°shows°a°portion°of°the°total°ion°chromato-grams (TIC) of the reference LC-MS and the MS part of a targeted LC-MS/MS analysis. To assess the effectiveness of the on-the-fly alignment, the elution time of the targeted MS/MS was reconstructed to match the elution time of the reference LC-MS employing the coefficients that were used for on-the-fly alignment. The reconstructed°TIC°is°shown°in°Figures°6b,°together°with the reference TIC. Note that on-the-fly elution time alignment successfully corrected for a 47 s deviation at 5600 s, i.e., ϳ1% elution time error.
Targeted NanoLC-MS/MS
The target peptides were compiled into the attention list and their elution times were continually updated using the on-the-fly alignment procedure described above.
Whenever a target was found in the initial MS, its m/z value was recorded in a log file and the ion was slated for MS/MS in the next acquisition. Since the attention list specifies only m/z value corresponding to the target's most abundant isotope, the MS/MS spectra are acquired for ions that have m/z similar to that of the target, but have a different neutral mass (i.e., different charge state). Such incorrectly selected targets were later removed from the logged m/z values and not considered in subsequent analysis. This erroneous selection could be avoided by targeting neutral masses instead of m/z, but calculating neutral masses from mass spectra is slow and, at present, incompatible with on-line LC-MS/MS analysis. Alternatively, isotopic patterns (i.e., m/z domain peaks) of each target can be generated and used as additional selection criteria during targeted LC-MS/MS analysis.
From targeted MS/MS analyses performed in triplicate, a total of 94 peptides out of 115 targets were correctly found and subjected to MS/MS in replicate analyses (51, 82, and 85, respectively). Eleven targets were not subjected to MS/MS because they eluted together with more abundant targets (i.e., in the current implementation, only the most abundant target is dissociated when multiple targets co-elute).
To identify peptides chosen for dissociation, precursor and fragment masses were searched against the S. oneidensis sequence database using the procedure described°in°detail°previously° [4] °and°the°following°search parameters: the precursor was required to be a fully tryptic peptide; 10 ppm mass tolerance for precursor; 25 ppm mass tolerance for fragments; minimum of 6 fragments required (a, b, or y type ions and their respective NH 3 and H 2 O loss fragments were considered); and modifications were not considered. Limited mass resolution and accuracy in MS/MS acquisition relate to short transients (needed to reduce on-the fly processing time) and lack of the automated-gaincapability (needed to control the total number of ions within the ICR cell, i.e., space charge effects). Note, however, that MMA for MS acquisition could be further improved°using°multidimensional°recalibration° [28] . Nevertheless, the parameters used herein correspond to Mascot° [29] °scores°that°fall°above°the°homology°thresh-old, and generally above identity threshold (see example below). To identify peptides derived from 15 Nlabeled growth, the MS/MS search was repeated, but with the S. oneidensis sequence database recalculated using 15 N isotope. As the more abundant member of the 14 N/ 15 N pair was listed in the attention list, the AR of the identified peptide was checked to confirm it had higher abundance than the other member of the pair, and peptide identity was further confirmed by the mass difference between the members of the pair, which corresponds to the number of nitrogen atoms.
An example of a targeted MS/MS spectrum is shown in°Figure°7.°A°target°with°m/z ϭ°563.793°and°t°ϭ°2930°s, corresponding to the lighter member of the pair shown in°Figure°2,°was°specified°in°the°attention°list.°During the targeted MS/MS experiment, a peptide ion with m/z 5 N-labeled°peptides°(Table°2)°showed°higher°abundance°for°suboxic°growth and are likely to be associated with anaerobic processes. A separate study, using a different experimental approach based on label-free quantitation and AMT tag proteomics, confirmed the increase in the abundance of the protein SO1484 and SO3765 under aerobic conditions, and the decrease in the abundance of the proteins SO0970,°SO1777,°SO1778,°SO2361,°and°SO4410° [31] .°As expected, the AMT-tag based study identified a larger set of differentially abundant proteins, since it relied on AMT tag database derived from multiple LC-MS/MS analyses of heavily fractionated samples. However, the targeted MS/MS approach revealed several previously unidentified differentially abundant proteins. The AMT tag-based approach also considered peptides detected in one culture condition ("one-state" peptides), while this work considered only peptides identified in both culture condition ("two-state" peptides). While this constraint significantly limited the number of species identified in this demonstration, the "one-state" peptides could be easily incorporated into the attention list to facilitate identification of species showing large differences in abundance (i.e., "one-state" peptides).
Our experience thus far indicates the need for better online alignment of target lists to allow for improved selection of targets (and selection of more targets) based on more accurate m/z, neutral mass, and elution time information; efforts aimed at developing such an advanced targeted MS/MS capability are underway. Since on-line LC elution time alignment is of particular importance for targeted MS/MS experiments, the realtime alignment scheme will be advanced by employing a°variation°of°the°nonlinear°warping°algorithm° [23] ,°as well as LC approaches that reduce such variation. The elution time-m/z pattern of an on-going LC-MS will be compared to that of a previously done LC-MS, and elution time of targeted species will be continuously updated. This capability will enable targeting molecular mass (instead of m/z) by specifying an isotopic envelope (m/z pattern) instead of a single m/z value.
In this study, acquisition was limited to 128 k data points due to the processing time constraint; hence, current targeted MS/MS implementation suffers from limited mass resolution and accuracy. Efforts are aimed at shortening the overall processing time (e.g., FFT, peak picking, comparison with the attention list entries) to facilitate higher resolution and accuracy without sacrificing duty cycle.
Implementation of an electron capture dissociation (ECD)° [32] [33] [34] °capability°is°expected°to°improve°over-all peptide identification efficiency, particularly for posttranslationally modified peptides of interest. Additionally, coupling targeted MS/MS with DREAMS technology° [15,°16] °to°enable°characterization°of lower abundance species holds great potential for targeted analysis of clinical samples, for example, focusing on features exhibiting significant changes in abundances. The isotopic medium that gave rise to the more abundant copy of the found peptide, i.e., 14N denotes that the peptide is more abundant in aerobic condition, while 15N indicates suboxic.
b
Average of the number of fragments found in multiple MS/MS, rounded to the nearest integer. 
Conclusions
In this study, an existing hardware platform for external ion selection and dissociation was modified and optimized for targeted LC-MS/MS applications. Novel software for on-the-fly correction of the LC elution time shifts was also developed and successfully applied. By targeting solely peptides of interest, we were able to identify a subset of differentially abundant peptides/ proteins for S. oneidensis grown under aerobic versus suboxic conditions. External ion selection and dissociation increased the overall efficiency of targeted MS/MS analysis°in°comparison°to°our°earlier°study° [6] ,°which employed in-trap ion selection and dissociation (SWIFT-SORI-CID).
